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ABSTRACT
We propose a method that addresses the following dilemma: model
checking can formally expose off-nominal behaviors and unintended
scenarios in the requirements of concurrent reactive systems. Re-
quirements engineers and non-technical stakeholders who are the
system domain experts can greatly benefit from jointly using model
checking during the elicitation, analysis, and verification of system
requirements. However, model checking is formal verification and
many requirements engineers and domain experts typically lack the
knowledge and training needed to apply model checking to the for-
mal verification of requirements. To get full advantages of model
checking and domain experts’ knowledge in verifying the system,
we proposed a front end framework to model checking and evalu-
ated our approach using a real world application.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing & Debugging—testing tools

General Terms
Experimentation, Measurement, Verification

Keywords
Requirements verification, off-nominal behaviors, Causal Compo-
nent Model

1. INTRODUCTION
Stakeholders and requirements engineers often specify require-

ments on the assumption that all user interactions with the system
are nominal. However, this assumption can be erroneous since
users do not always interact with a system in the normal manner
intended by the designers of that system. Users have been known
to exhibit behaviors that are off-nominal and not anticipated by
the designers. Such off-nominal behaviors can result in a poten-
tial safety-hazard, if not accounted for in a set of requirements.

According to a survey performed by Boehm and Basili [6, 5],
approximately 80% of avoidable rework comes from 20% of the
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defects. They further state that two major sources of rework that
could have been avoided, come from requirements that are both
hastily specified, and what they call “nominal-case design and de-
velopment” [6]. A nominal-case requirement is one in which the
requirement is specified on the assumption that scenarios exter-
nal to the system will be “normal” and in accordance to expec-
tations [25, 19]. Users interacting with a reactive system are in-
herently a source of non-deterministic, unpredictable actions [26].
The same can be said about an operational environment in which
many sensors have been specified to handle stimuli external to the
system [27, 32]. Users and environment can therefore be a large
source of off-nominal scenarios, which can be a major problem in
safety critical systems [25, 31, 5].

The lack of requirements that address off-nominal scenarios is
considered a form of incompleteness in a set of requirements, and
much research has been conducted in determining ways to verify
whether a set of requirements is error-free and complete [28, 24,
1, 27]. There are two general classifications for requirements ver-
ification: formal and informal [18]. Formal verification typically
involves a mathematical approach that strives to rigorously prove
the correctness of a system’s specification [21]. By contrast, infor-
mal verification is a non-rigorous approach, often consisting of the
manual inspection of the requirements document [24].

A formal approach can help in proving the correctness of sys-
tems, but it is considered to be an expensive and difficult verifica-
tion method due to its high application cost and learning curve [24].
Thus, a formal approach has been preferred for verifying critical
systems because the consequences of system failure often involve
high costs and can even be life threatening. One commonly used
formal approach is model checking. Model checking can be used to
expose off-nominal requirements, because of its ability to exhaus-
tively check a system model for any combinations of user actions
that result in an undesired system behavior [13]. Requirements en-
gineers and non-technical stakeholders who are the system domain
experts can greatly benefit from jointly using model checking dur-
ing the elicitation and analysis of the system requirements [22, 29].

Model checking, however, requires specialized training, both in
the development of model checking scripts and in the interpreta-
tion of the model checker results [9]. Thus, to get full advantages
of model checking and domain experts’ knowledge in verifying the
system, it is necessary to alleviate the burdens of learning com-
plex model checking techniques for requirements engineers and
other non-technical stakeholders. There have been some attempts
to make model checking accessible to those who are not trained in
formal methods. These include the translation of a formal specifica-
tion language called RSML [9] into a model checking script, and a
set of tools collectively called the Software Cost Reduction (SCR),
which can capture, analyze, and verify a set of requirements [8].
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However, these two approaches still require a considerable de-
gree of user training and a knowledge of temporal logic because
they do not eliminate the need for translating natural language re-
quirements into their specialized language before applying model
checking. To address this problem, we propose a front end frame-
work to model checking that builds a model that exhibits the sys-
tem behavior, automatically creates the temporal logic properties,
helps interpret counterexamples, and provides a user-centric inter-
face that facilitates ease of use. To evaluate our approach, we ap-
plied it to a real-world embedded system, a skid loader, focusing on
its safety properties, and the results showed that the proposed ap-
proach was able to expose undesired system behaviors that would
cause a safety hazard.

Overall, this work makes the following novel contributions:

• A key contribution stems from the way in which a set of
requirements is viewed. In our case, we view a set of re-
quirements as describing a system of components that inter-
act with one another in a causal relationship. Because we are
dealing with requirements, we can model the components
interaction at a high level of abstraction, without having to
show a lot of detail. This enables us to focus on WHAT the
system is supposed to do instead of HOW it is supposed to
do it. We call our modeling scheme: the Causal Component
Model (CCM).
• By using the CCM we can model concurrent reactive system

requirements, and provide an easy-to-use interface to a for-
mal verification. This enables non-technical domain experts
and requirement engineers to directly participate in a formal
requirements verification process during requirements elici-
tation.
• By providing an algorithm that translates a CCM to a model

checking script and providing a mechanism that generates
temporal logic properties for a model, we enable the use of
model checking by requirement engineers and stakeholders
who are not trained in formal methods and/or temporal logic.
• By providing a mechanism to simulate and interpret the model

checker’s counter-example using the CCM, and to resolve
a defect by giving feedback to the CCM, we make the re-
quirements verification process easy to apply without attain-
ing formal verification training.

Section 2 presents background information and previous work
relevant to the proposed approach. Section 3 describes our ap-
proach in detail. Section 4 presents a case study, and discusses our
results their implications. Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions
and discusses possible future work.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we provide background information on model

checking to show how our approach fits into the front end of model
checking and discuss existing work relevant to model checking
with requirements.

2.1 Model Checking
When model checking is applied to a set of system requirements,

the requirements must be first translated into a type of finite state
model (FSM) and FSM’s correctness is then verified using proper-
ties written in temporal logic [12]. Typically, an FSM is is written
in a Kripke structure, which can represent the behavior of a concur-
rent system as a graph with each node representing a snapshot of all
the system’s concurrent states at any given time. This snapshot is
typically called a system state. Once a FSM is generated, the model

checking process is performed by it, visiting one system state at a
time, and determining whether some or all traversals satisfy a set
of desired temporal logic properties [12, 13].

The model checking process is defined as follows. Let M be
the FSM representing a concurrent finite-state system, and F be
a temporal logic formula that expresses a desired property (speci-
fication) that M must satisfy. The model checking problem is to
determine all the system state traversals that satisfy F . For exam-
ple, a temporal specification may specify that a given system state
must eventually be reached. The model checking algorithm tra-
verses every path in the FSM and determines whether that system
state is eventually reached, satisfying the temporal property. If a
property is satisfied, the model checker returns true, if not satisfied,
the model checker provides a counter example (a path that shows
why the property was not satisfied).

Model checking has successfully been used to find previously
undetected errors in hardware implementations, such as the IEEE
Futurebus+ cache coherence protocol [14] and the IEEE scalable
coherent interface [30]. It has also been used in protocol verifica-
tion. One of the primary problems associated with model checking
is the state explosion problem, in which the number of possible
system states grows exponentially with each addition system ele-
ment and the number of states it can produce [13]. Subsequently,
there are various forms of model checking, each trying to manage
the problem of state explosion, such as partial order reduction [33],
bounded model checking [4], and symbolic model checking [11].

Among these approaches, symbolic model checking that uses a
symbolic model verifier (SMV) has been a de facto model checking
approach [11]. A SMV represents the Kripke structure implicitly
using a propositional logic formulas, and has been able to model
thousands of states [13], without having to construct a Kripke struc-
ture, with potentially thousands of states, explicitly. A SMV will
also reduce the number of states in the model, using a binary de-
cision diagram. In a SMV, the FSM is described using a scripting
language.

Our proposed method uses a finite state model named Causal
Component Model (CCM), which is relatively easier to construct
and interpret than defining a model and specifications for a model
checker. We use CCM as a front end to a symbolic model checking,
specifically, the new symbolic model verifier (NuSMV) [11]. In
the NuSMV model checker, the model and properties are specified
using the NuSMV scripting language. We chose NuSMV, in part,
because the IF-THEN structure of the scripting language maps di-
rectly with the casual component model (CCM), that we developed
as a stakeholder friendly front end to the model checker.

2.2 Related Work
In the area of model checking with requirements, there has been

research demonstrating that model checking can indeed be effec-
tive in verifying safety properties in event driven system require-
ments [3, 29], and in large scale requirements, such as the traffic
alert collision avoidance system [7]. There has been an effort to
apply model checking to early requirements specification, as in the
development of a formal modeling language called Tropos [20].
Tropos was developed by extending the i* modeling language [34],
which can be used to model the system within the context of its op-
erating environment, and gain understanding about the problem do-
main, which occurs early in the elicitation of requirements. Other
studies have shown the possibility of model checking a complete
set of Software Cost Reduction requirements specifications con-
taining various data types and invariants [22]. Another study ad-
dressed systems with large input domains, such as user interface
and input sensors [10].
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There have been other attempts to make model checking ac-
cessible to those who are not trained in formal methods. These
include the translation of an formal specification language called
RSML [9] into a SMV model checking script, and a set of tools
collectively called the Software Cost Reduction (SCR) [8]. RSML
uses a modeling language similar in syntax to SMV, therefore the
learning curve for RSML is similar to learning SMV. SCR is a set
of eight tools originally developed as a means to capture, analyze,
verify, and document requirements. There is presently a SCR tool
to act as a front-end to a SMV model checker. SCR uses a tabular
notation that requires a substantially large learning curve.

Our approach eliminates the need to learn a special language or
notations that are required by RSML and SCR. Also, both RSML
and SCR requires that the user have training in developing the tem-
poral logic properties, whereas our approach generates the prop-
erties automatically (Section 3.7). Further, both RSML and SCR
require the user to interpret any counter-examples generated by
the model checker, whereas our approach can enable non-technical
stakeholders to create a NuSMV script using CCM, as well as in-
terpret the counter-examples using the same CCM. The aforemen-
tioned research by others showed that model checking is both feasi-
ble, and valuable in the area of requirements, but most did not focus
on making the application into the requirements arena user friendly,
which we feel is important in promoting model checking’s proven
value into industry.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
This section presents the details about our proposed approach,

Causal Component Model (CCM), which was evolved from NL-
toSTD [2, 1] through multiple controlled experiments.

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed approach

3.1 Approach Overview
Figure 1 summarizes our approach. The CCM is created by read-

ing system artifacts that are gathered from an existing document
(1A) or elicitation (1B). The CCM can be displayed to the user to
provide feedback during the elicitation process. As the CCM is cre-
ated, a CCM notation is also created. This notation is designed to
map to the model checker’s scripting language, via a mapping algo-
rithm implemented by the support tool. The CCM is represented in
the NuSMV script (3), along with temporal logic properties, most
of which are generated by the tool. Some of the information for
the temporal properties are user-defined (1C), such as the desired
initial states, and the unsafe system states that could result from an
off-nominal scenario . At any time during the elicitation, the CCM
can be model checked. Any properties that fail to hold in the CCM
will produce a counter example (4), which is then enacted by the
support tool in the form of an animated CCM (2).

The animated CCM becomes a simulation of the counter-example.
This is done as a means to help the stakeholders better interpret the
counter-example. Steps 1 to 4 can be executed in a continuous fash-
ion, providing valuable and timely feedback during the elicitation
process.

3.2 The Causal Component Model (CCM)
The CCM requires that we view a set of requirements as a col-

lection of statements that describe how various system components
interrelate with one another on a causation basis [1]. The CCM
consists of a set of interrelated state transition systems with each
transition system modeling the behavior of a specific system com-
ponent. Each component’s behavior occurs concurrently with the
other components, and the CCM models how one component’s be-
havior affects another component’s behavior. We first formally de-
fine the CCM, and then provide a real world example.

3.3 Formal Definition of CCM
We define a state transition system as a tuple {S, R} where S is

a set of states and R ⊆ SXS is a set of binary relations over S,
known as transitions. For example, for (s1, s2) ∈ S, we say that
there is a transition from s1 to s2 expressed as (s1 → s2). The
CCM consists of a set of interrelated state transition systems with
the following properties. We define C as the set of all components
{a, b, c, d, . . .} in the system.

Our modeling approach uses system components as the smallest
level of granularity, because it facilitates the partitioning of a sys-
tem. For example, the desired system may consist of the set of com-
ponents {motor, switch, temp_sensor}. A component can assume
one or more states, so we define a component-state asi as the state
si that component a can assume. A given component a (a ∈C) has
a set of component states, Sa, where Sa = {as1, as2, as3, as4}. A
given component can only transit between its own component states
as1 → as2. The CCM is designed to model synchronous systems.
Thus, transitions between two given component-states occur on a
given clock cycle as allowed by a transition guard, tg. The rela-
tionship between tg and a transition (a1 → a2) is defined using a
mapping notation tg : as1 → as2. This reads, as1 is allowed to
transit to as2 if tg is true. In other words, tg can be viewed as the
cause of the transition.

A transition guard tg is a boolean function in a sum of product
form where every literal is in normal form. The product terms con-
sist of component states (asi ∧ bsi∧ csi...) where no product term
has two or more component-states from the same component. This
is because a given component cannot be in two or more states at
a given instance of time. For example, the following expression
as1 ∧ bs2 : cs2 → cs3 reads cs2 is allowed to transit to cs3 if sys-
tem component a is in state s1 AND system component b is in state
s2. Note that expressions can be as simple as as1 : cs2 → cs3, in
which case the transition is allowed solely by as1, and we do not
care what state the other systems components are in. The expres-
sions can be as complex as (as1 ∧ bs2)∨ (as3 ∧ bs3) : cs2 → cs3
, in which a combination of alternative component states for a and
b is allowed, providing they are in separate product terms.

3.4 Example of a CCM
Figure 2 shows the CCM of a real world example: a simple motor

controller. From Figure 2, we make the following observations. A
CCM consists of interrelated state transition diagrams (STD), with
each STD modeling the behavior of a system component. The com-
ponents in this case are motor, switch, and temp_sensor. Note that
each STD models how that component will transit between its vari-
ous component-states, designed as component(state). For example,
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switch(on) can transit to switch(off). The STD’s are interrelated by
virtue of the fact that transitions in one STD is determined by the
state of one or more of the other STD’s in the system. The CCM is
designed to model a synchronous system, where each component
may or may not change states concurrently, on a given clock cycle.
Thus, whether a component actually changes states, depends on the
state of the other components, at the time of that clock cycle.

For example, in Figure 2, the motor will transit from motor(on)
to motor(off) if and only if the switch is on (switch(on)) OR if the
temp_sensor is sensing a safe operating temperature (temp_sensor
(safe)). Note that the USER’s interaction with the system is also
captured; it is considered an external component-state. By con-
vention external component-states are capitalized. Other external
component-states can include the ambient temperature of the sys-
tem’s operating environment, in this case written: TEMP(>100),
and TEMP(<80). Overall the CCM is component-state dependent,
and provides a high-level view of the system. To construct a CCM
the stakeholders only need to specify the state-dependent behavior
of the system components, and how those behaviors interrelated.
This keeps the system specification focused on “what” the system
is supposed to do, without straying into “how” the system is sup-
posed to achieve its behavior. The “how” is left up to the design
phase, as it should be. We propose that this high level view is suffi-
cient to expose incompleteness stemming from off-nominal behav-
iors, while being easy to conceive by non-technical stakeholders
who should not be distracted by the details of the system’s design.

Figure 2: An example of Causal Component Model

To elicit a set of requirements directly into a CCM, a user is re-
quired to follow a four step process, where each step involves the
elicitation of one of the model’s artifacts: C, C(S), and Tg. As
the artifacts are gathered, the model is automatically constructed
by our tool (CCMChecker – see Section 4) that supports the pro-
posed approach. The users can view the model at any time because
CCMChecker can construct and display a graphical representation
of the CCM, upon request. The four steps are:

• Step 1: Elicit a set of system components, as expressed in
the requirements. A component is something in the system
that can change states and/or cause a change in state.
• Step 2: Elicit a set of component(state)s for each compo-

nent as expressed in the requirements. A component(state) is
the state of a component at a given instance of time.
• Step 3: Elicit a set of inter-component transitions, form-

ing a state transition diagram (STD) for each component as
expressed in the requirements. Inter-component transitions
relate two given component(state)s to one another (as1 →
as2).

• Step 4: Elicit a set of causal relationships. To model an en-
tire system, we must capture the way the various components
interact with one another. Causal relationships allow for the
modeling of interactions between concurrent behaviors in a
system.

To provide the means of algorithmically converting a CCM into a
NuSMV script, we have developed a CCM notation. This notation
serves as a textual representation of the CCM. The following two
sections explains the formal derivation of this notation, and how it
maps to, and is translated into a NuSMV script.

3.5 The Causal Component Model Notation
To develop the CCM notation, we built upon the function nota-

tion that specifies the mapping of elements between two domains,
commonly expressed as F : X → Y . The reason for doing so
is because the CCM notation must be able to represent a mapping
between the component(state)s (C(s)). Furthermore, this mapping
must be dependent on some transition (function) F . On the left-
hand side of Figure 3, the function notion, F : X → Y , specifies
that function F maps element “a” from domain X to element “b”
in co-domain Y .

Figure 3: The CCM formal notation is based on function nota-
tion

We use the notations X(a) and Y(b) to denote that “a” and “b” are
within components X and Y respectively. For our purposes, we
will now assume that X = Y and restrict the function F to within
one component. The reason for doing so is because we want the
CCM notation to map transitions within the same component, and
not between two separate components. Thus, on the right-hand side
of Figure 3, we redefine the function F as a transition that maps “a”
to “b” within component X . We replace X with C, “a” with S1,
and “b” with S2, which represents a component containing states
S1 and S2, and replace F with inter-component transition T ; this
gives us T : C(S1)→ C(S2).

In a real world example, a component would likely have more
than two states. These various states would be interconnected via
a set of transition functions. The left hand side of Figure 4 shows
an example of a component C1 that has three states (S1, S2, and
S3), with three transitions (T1, T2, and T3). Since the CCM is
geared toward embedded systems it is important that we be able to
model concurrency. To do so, we need the ability to simultaneously
represent more than one component, and their transitioning states.

Figure 4 shows two component (C1 and C2), and their corre-
sponding states. In Figure 4, each component has their states inter-
connected in a state transition diagram (STD). Each STD can act
independently and thus concurrently with the other components.
Components C1 and C2 of Figure 4, each has three transitions,
labeled T1, T2, and T3. A transition can be a single compo-
nent(state) or a logical combination of component(state)s. By us-
ing component(state)s as part of an transition we establish the ca-
sual relationship between the component(state)s of two compo-
nents within the system boundary.
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Figure 4: Three transitions within a component (C1). C2 is a
second component with concurrent behaviors

A transition can also be natural physical properties and/or exter-
nal stimuli from the system’s operational environment. By con-
vention, external stimuli in transitions are written in uppercase.
In Figure 2, an example of an external stimuli in a transition is
USER(pressesSwitchOn). Finally, in a synchronous system, tran-
sitions occur on the next system clock Tc cycle. This means that
while not always stated, a transition is actually ANDed with with
Tc.

3.6 Translating a CCM into a NuSMV Script
Recall the CCM is used as a stakeholder friendly front-end to a

NuSMV model checker. This requires the CCM’s translation into
the script notation used in NuSMV. To achieve this we use a map-
ping algorithm that leverages the fact that both CCM and NuSMV
notations have an IF-THEN structure. Another similarity is that
both CCM and NuSMV notations represents components, present
states, next states and transitions. Thus, both share similar arti-
facts and semantics, while expressing those semantics using dif-
ferent syntax. Figure 5 shows a typical NuSMV script. Note that
Figure 5 is a partial listing of the real world example of Section 4;
some of the bucketBoom behaviors are not included, as indicated
by “. . .”.

MODULE main --designates the start of a system module.
VAR --start of the variable definition section.

bucketBoom : {movDown, movUp, notMov};
seatBar: {down, up};
driver : {tiltLPBack, tiltLPForw, lpDefault, raiseSeatBar,
lowSeatBar};

ASSIGN --section where a component’s behavior is defined.
init(seatBar) := up; --init keyword sets initial states.
init(bucketBoom) := notMov;

ASSIGN --section where a component’s behavior is defined.
next(seatBar) := case -- Defines component behavior

seatBar = up & driver = lowSeatBar : down;
seatBar = down & driver = raiseSeatBar : up;
1:seatBar;
esac; --end of ASSIGN section

ASSIGN
next(bucketBoom) := case

bucketBoom = movDown & (seatBar = down & driver =
tiltLPForw) : movUp;

next(bucketBoom) := case . . .
SPEC -- section where one temporal logic property is

expressed.
!EF(seatBar = up & bucketBoom = movUp)

Figure 5: An example of partial NuSMV script.

Note that the ASSIGN sections of Figure 5 use an IF-THEN
structure to describe a component’s behavior. For example, The
statement, seatBar = up&driver = lowSeatBar : down,

reads IF seatBar is up and the driver lowers the seatBar, THEN
the seatBar will transit to a down state. Expressed in CCM no-
tation, the same behavior is written as: driver(lowSeatBar) :
seatBar(up)→ seatBar(down).

In a general form, T : C(S1) → C(S2) syntactically maps to:
C = S1&T : S2. Transition (T ) can be a disjunctive and/or con-
junctive expression of component states. In general terms, given a
set of CCM expressions, the form is shown in line (1):

(1) Cn(S2) : Cp(S1)→ Cp(S2)
The algorithm used to create the ASSIGN sections iterates through

each CCM expression, performing the following steps:
Convert Cp(S1) to Cp = (S1)
Convert Cp(S2) to : S2;
Convert Cn(S2) to Cn = S2

Convert Cp(S1) to nextCp

Convert Cp(S1) to 1 : Cp

Concatenate ASSIGN , nextCp, := case, Cp = (S1), &, Cn =
S2, : S2;, 1:Cp, and esac;

The concatenated terms form the ASSIGN section (2):
(2) ASSIGN

next(Cp) := case
Cp = S1&Cn = S2 : S2;
1:Cp;
esac;

The VAR section is created using a similar parse, convert, and
concatenate algorithm resulting in the two CCM expressions (3)
and (4) translated into the VAR section starting at (5).
(3) Cn(S2) : Cm(S1)→ Cm(S2)
(4) Cp(S1) : Cn(S1)→ Cn(S2)
(5) VAR

Cm : {S1, S2};
Cn : {S1, S2};

3.7 Creating the NuSMV Temporal Proper-
ties

A CCM is automatically converted into the model portion of the
NuSMV script. However, to complete the NuSMV script, we still
need to specify the temporal logic properties that will be used to ex-
pose any off-nominal scenarios that may be produced in the CCM.
While the creation of temporal logic properties is traditionally the
most knowledge intensive endeavor in model checking, we will fa-
cilitate the automatic creation of the properties by leveraging two
areas of research that has been conducted in the pass. The first is the
development of temporal logic patterns as a means to simplify the
specification process [16, 23]. The second area of research, which
directly relates to the first area, is the fact that the most useful tem-
poral properties can be achieved with a handful of patterns [16, 17].

For our purposes, we have leveraged this prior research to achieve
the desired defect coverage with the following four temporal logic
patterns (written in the NuSMV script language).

A: AG(!(Cn = S1)→ EF (Cn = S1))
B: AG((Cn = S1)→ EF (!(Cn = S1)))
C: AG(!(Cn = c(s)1 & Cm = c(s)2)→ EF (Cn = c(s)1 &

Cm = c(s)2))
D: !EF (Cn = c(s)1 & Cm = c(s)1)

In each pattern, Cn represents component, and Sn is that com-
ponent’s state. For example, C1 = S1 means State number 1 of
component number 1. Patterns A and B are used to expose in-
completeness in the CCM, which would translate into an undesir-
able behavior in the system. Pattern A verifies whether a given
component(state) can be entered. This is a measure of the state’s
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in-degree, of which there should be at least one in-degree per com-
ponent(state). Pattern B verifies whether a given component(state)
can be exited. This is a measure of the state’s out-degree, of which
there should be at least one per component(state). Together, pat-
terns A and B verify whether a round-trip traversal is possible in
a given component’s STD. Reactive systems typically do not ter-
minate, while running, and are in a given state at any given time.
Thus, every component(state) in the CCM should have at least one
in-degree and one out-degree. Patterns A and B are generated au-
tomatically for each component(state) by the tool.

Pattern C also verifies round-trip traversal but on a system level.
In this case, the question is whether the initial system state can be
reentered. The component(states) that comprise the initial system
state is selected by the user, while the temporal property is created
by the tool. Pattern D, is the strongest property used to exposed off-
nominal behavior. It determines whether an undesired system state
is eventually reachable or not. The component(states) that comprise
the undesired system state is selected by the user, while the tempo-
ral property is created by the tool. Referring back to listing one,
we see one example of a temporal logic property, in the SPEC (last
line) section of the script: !EF (seatBar = up& bucketBoom =
movUp). Note that this property uses pattern D, which determines
whether an unsafe system state is eventually reachable or not. To
create the temporal properties the support tool uses a mapping al-
gorithm similar to the one used for the script model.

We now turn to a case study, derived from the design of a real
world skid loader presently available on the market. The Skid
Loader’s manufacturer will be kept confidential.

4. A CASE STUDY: A REAL WORLD AP-
PLICATION

To support our approach, we implemented a support tool, CCM-
Checker, which is written in C-Sharp and uses a NuSMV model
checker as a back end. Using CCMChecker, we conducted a study
using a real world embedded system, a commercial skid loader
to evaluate our approach. In particular, we focused on the the
method’s ability to expose off-nominal behaviors of the system,
which is the major concern for safety critical systems because off-
nominal behaviors that are not handled properly can result in safety-
related accidents.

Figure 6: A typical skid loader with the load bucket up (dashed
lines) and down (solid line).

The safety function in question is the automatic disabling of the
skid loader bucketBoom when the safety seatBar is lifted. A skid
loader, shown in Figure 6, is typically usable by anyone without
special training or certification. Thus, it can potentially be miss-
used.

The manufacturer’s objective is to make it as fool-proof as possi-
ble. In a typical skid loader design, the bucketBoom moves up and

down directly in front of the cab, creating a potential problem for
someone not confined within the cab during the bucket’s use.

Figure 6 shows the relative proximity of the bucket’s up/down
movement and the operator cab. For safety reasons, the driver
should be confined within the skid loader cab during the bucket’s
movement. So, when the driver climbs into the cab, there is a seat-
Bar that comes down over the driver, similar to the passenger re-
strain used in roller-coaster. For our case, we do not want the buck-
etBoom to move up or down if the seatBar is up. A seatBar that
has been raised could lead to the driver protruding part of their
body outside the cab, within the bucket’s envelope of movement.
This would create a potential safety hazard. We analyzed a total of
76 requirements focusing on those requirements that pertain to the
controlling of the bucket. Of the 76 requirements we found an issue
that revolved around four requirements; we focus our case study on
those four requirements. The portion of the requirements 1 that
pertains to that feature is:

• REQ1: The bucket boom shall move upward when the left
pedal is tilt forward with the driver’s toe.
• REQ2: The bucket boom shall move downward when the left

pedal is tilt back with the driver’s heel.
• REQ3: The bucket boom shall stop moving when the left

pedal is allowed in the default position by the driver’s foot.
• REQ4: All bucket boom operations are allowed only if the

seat bar is lowered.

For confidentiality reasons, we have paraphrased the wording of
the original requirements that were written for the embedded sys-
tem company while maintaining the intended meaning. Note that
in the initial set of requirements, REQ4 does state that “All bucket
boom operations are allowed only if the seat bar is lowered.” This
would appear to address the desired safety requirement. However,
to the stakeholders stating REQ4, there may be certain assump-
tions based on what they perceive as the driver’s normal behav-
ior. For example, a typical normal behavior would be that the
driver climbs into the cab, lowers the seatBar, and then operates
the bucket. Upon existing, the driver would then stop operating the
bucket (placing it in a down position), and then raise the seatBar
when he is departing the cab.

The following subsections describe how our approach is applied
to the skid loader’s requirements and detects possible safety-critical
defects.

4.1 Creating the CCM
To create CCM, and subsequent NuSMV script, a user must en-

act the four steps described in section 3.4 We explain how these
steps are applied to the skid loader’s requirements.

Step 1: Elicit a set of system Components (C), as ex-
pressed in the requirements.
From the set of requirements above, we can readily identify three
components: bucketBoom, seatBar, and leftPedal, which we have
abbreviated. Note that, in this case, the three components are quickly
identified because they are system artifacts that are either controlled
by the system, or provide an interface to the driver. Three compo-
nents will produce a CCM with three STDs.

One advantage to our method is the ability to model the interac-
tions between the components we wish to focus on, without hav-
ing to model the entire system; this results in a compositional ap-
proach [15]. In this case, we are focusing on the interaction be-
tween the bucketBoom and the seatBar, so we can either model the
1Note that the skid loader’s requirements have been generalized in
order to preserve manufacturer’s confidentiality.
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leftPedal as a third STD or treat it as part of a transition. Having
the option to abstract additional STDs as part of a transition helps
manage the complexity and size of the resulting CCM. For our pur-
poses, we will only model the bucketBoom and the seatBar.

Step 2: Elicit a set of Component(States)) as expressed
in the requirements.
Next, CCM creation requires that we assess what possible states the
two components will be in at various times during the desired sys-
tem operation. This gives us the following list of component states:
seatBar(up), seatBar(down), bucketBoom(notMoving), bucketBoom
(movingUpward), and bucketBoom(movingDownward).

Step 3: Elicit a set of inter-component Transitions (T),
forming a State Transition Diagram (STD) for each
component as expressed in the requirements.
Having determined the required Component(State)s, we will now
establish the inter-component transitions to build a STD for each
component as expressed in the requirements. We can start with
the seatBar, which only has two possible states (up or down), and
consequently two possible transitions (T1 and T2). Using the CCM
notation introduced in Section 3, we construct the following two
expressions from REQ4:

T1: seatBar(down)→ seatBar(up)
T2: seatBar(up)→ seatBar(down)

We can do the same with the bucketBoom, which three states and
six possible transitions (T3→ T8) between them:

T3: bucketBoom(notMoving)→ bucketBoom(movingUpward)
T4: bucketBoom(movingUpward)→ bucketBoom(notMoving)
T5: bucketBoom(notMoving)→ bucketBoom(movingDownward)
T6: bucketBoom(movingDownward)→ bucketBoom(notMoving)
T7: bucketBoom(movingDownward)→

bucketBoom(movingUpward)
T8: bucketBoom(movingUpward)→

bucketBoom(movingDownward)

Step 4: Elicit a set of Causal Relationships.
The final step is for the stakeholders to establish the casual relation-
ships between the different component STDs. The seatBar transi-
tion function is defined solely by the driver’s act of raising or low-
ering the seatBar. Thus, we have:
• DRIV ER(raisesSeatBar) : seatBar(down)→ seatBar(up)
• DRIV ER(lowersSeatBar) : seatBar(up)→ seatBar(down)

According to the requirements, the bucketBoom’s behavior is
controlled by two components, the liftPedal and the seatBar. We
decided earlier to only represent the seatBar’s STD in the CCM,
and specify the liftPedal’s causal relation to bucketBoom within the
bucketBoom’s transition functions. Thus, we obtain the following
expressions for the bucketBoom:
• DRIV ER(tiltLPForward) ∧ seatBar(down) :

bucketBoom(notMoving)→ bucketBoom(movingUpward)
• DRIV ER(LPDefault) : bucketBoom(movingUpward)
→ bucketBoom(notMoving)

• DRIV ER(tiltLPBack) ∧ seatBar(down) :
bucketBoom(notMoving)→ bucketBoom(movingDownward)

• DRIV ER(LPDefault) : bucketBoom(movingDownward)
→ bucketBoom(notMoving)

• DRIV ER(tiltLPForward) ∧ seatBar(down) :
bucketBoom(movingDownward)→
bucketBoom(movingUpward)

• DRIV ER(tiltLPBack) ∧ seatBar(down) :
bucketBoom(movingUpward)→
bucketBoom(movingDownward)

Figure 7 shows the CCM model derived from the requirements
by following all the steps described in Section 3. Note that the tran-
sitions for the bucketBoom incorporate the behavior of the DRIVER

as well as that of the seatBar. The DRIVER is written in uppercase
because it is considered a transition from the system’s operating
environment; a cause that originates external to the system. As to
the seatBar’s transitions, they are solely external, since their direct
cause is the DRIVER. We point this out because the CCM we have
specified is heavily affected by external actions to the system.

The DRIVER is a direct cause of behavior in both the bucket-
Boom and the seatBar. This means that there are potentially many
ways in which the DRIVER can cause an unexpected (off-nominal)
behavior in the system. With the nominal behavior in mind, the
most intuitive way to model REQ4 (Figure 7) would be by ANDing
the seatBar component state with the bucketBoom, which enables
the bucketBoom to move only when the seatBar is down. However,
the real question is whether there is off-nominal behavior by the
driver that would defeat the desired safety feature. In other words,
can the DRIVER somehow create a scenario in which the bucket-
Boom is moving while the seatBar is up?

Figure 7: The partial CCM of the Skid Loader

4.2 Automatic Creation of the NuSMV Tem-
poral Properties

The CCM of Figure 7, is automatically converted into the model
portion of the NuSMV script as shown in Figure 5. The tempo-
ral logic properties are also generated, and placed in the NUSMV
script. The followings are the properties generated for the skid
loader example:

• !EF (seatBar = up&bucketBoom = movUp) : This
verifies that an undesired system state cannot occur. It is
using pattern D as listed in Section 3.7
• AG(!(seatBar = up&bucketBoom = notMov)
→ EF (seatBar = up&bucketBoom = notMov)) :
This verifies that you can always get back to initial states.
It is using pattern C as listed in Section 3.7.

The following properties verify that there is at least one in-degree
for each of the seatBar states. Similar in-degree properties us-
ing the same pattern below were created for the bucketBoom (not
shown). They are using pattern A as listed in Section 3.7.

• AG(!(seatBar = up)→ EF (seatBar = up))
• AG(!(seatBar = down)→ EF (seatBar = down))

The following properties verify that there is at least one out-
degree for each of the seatBar states. Similar out-degree properties
using the same pattern below were created for the bucketBoom (not
shown). They are using pattern B as listed in Section 3.7.

• AG((seatBar = up)→ EF (!(seatBar = up)))
• AG((seatBar = down)→ EF (!(seatBar = down)))
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4.3 Model Checking Results
After CCMChecker combines the model and temporal properties

into a NuSMV script, the script is executed by a NuSMV command
line executable. CCMChecker then reads the standard out from the
executable, parses out any and all counter-examples that represent
a property that did not hold. The counter example can then be rep-
resented as either a traversal path consisting of only those states
and transitions that lead up to the undesired state, or as a sequence
of CCM simulation snapshots, where each snapshot highlights a
system state. Both representations will be demonstrated later in
this section. Figure 8 shows the results of running the skid loader
NuSMV script through the model checker; only the single resulting
counter example is shown, using a traversal path representation.

The requirements as stated will result in an undesired system
state, that of the seatBar being up, while the bucketBoom is mov-
ing. Furthermore, the model checker was able to reveal this because
when CCMChecker created the NuSMV script, it purposely did not
assign any rules or initial values to the DRIVER component states.
This allowed for an unconstrained enactment of the DRIVER’s be-
havior upon the model. Subsequently, all possible behavioral com-
binations by the DRIVER were simulated. This includes any off-
nominal behaviors that stakeholders may have assume the driver
would never enact under normal operation of the skid loader.

Figure 8: Counterexample from first run through Model
Checker.

In this case, from the counter-example, we see that the undesired
system state is reached when the driver decides to lift the seatBar
while the bucketBoom is in motion; a trivial action on the driver’s
but one that was unaccounted for in the requirements. REQ4 says:
“All bucket boom operations are allowed only if the seatBar is low-
ered.” This requirement is satisfied in the case where the bucket-
Boom is not allowed to move until the seatBar is lowered, but no
requirement covers the scenario where the seatBar is raised, once
the bucketBoom is moving.

This is an example of a “trivial” yet potentially dangerous over-
sight on the part of stakeholders. In response to the exposed miss-
ing requirement, we could make the adjustment shown in Figure 9.
Since the undesired state occurs as a result of the driver’s uncon-
strained behavior with the seatBar, we have added a seatBar lock
in order to constraint the seatBar and limit the results of driver’s

behavior. The addition of the seatBar lock represents one or more
requirements that were missing and could have sooner or later been
elicited or conceived in order to address the unconstrained behav-
ior of the driver. If not caught during the requirements phase, this
issue would have likely been caught down-stream during the sys-
tem’s development at a higher cost.

Figure 9: The modified CCM in response to the counter-
example of Figure 8

However, using our approach, it would have likely been caught
very quickly, as the requirements are elicited, since CCMChecker
allows for continuous simulation of the requirements, on an incre-
mental basis. The additional requirements describing the seatBar
lock could be worded and added to the set of requirements at the
stakeholder’s discretion. Also, the wording can be taken directly
from the CCM by explicitly describing the STD pertaining to the
added seatBar lock.

For example, additional requirements could be expressed as “REQ5:
If the seatBarLock is off, and the seatBar is pulled down, the seat-
BarLock shall activate,” and “REQ6: If the seat bar is down, it can
only be raised up, if the driver tries to raises the seatbar and the
seatBarLock is off.” Notice that the wording is taken from the mod-
ified CCM in Figure 9. This new CCM was automatically described
in a new NuSMV script, run again in the NuSMV executable, and
produced the result as shown in Figure 10.

The new counter example in Figure 10 shows that the addition of
a seatBarLock requirement was not enough to avoid the undesired
system state. To obtain a better understanding of how to address
the remaining problem, we analyzed the new counter-example, us-
ing two sequence snapshots from the CCM simulations enacted by
CCMChecker. Figure 11 shows the succession of two CCM snap-
shots leading up to the undesired state of the seatBar being up while
the bucketBoom is moving.

The two snapshots in Figure 11 are created by CCMChecker, as
it runs a simulation of the counter-example using the same CCM
diagram generated by CCMChecker during elicitation. Generating
a CCM-based simulation is one way that CCMChecker helps the
stakeholders interpret the counter-example produced by the Model
Checker. The two CCM snapshots in Figure 11 are labeled “State
1.5” (top) and “State 1.6” (bottom), which corresponds to the same
two states of the counter example in Figure 10.

Starting from the top of Figure 11, the states with the bold line
represent the states the three components are in during State 1.5.
The transitions in bold will allow a state transition on the next
clock cycle, resulting in State 1.6. In State 1.5 of Figure 11, the
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Figure 10: Counterexample from running the first corrected
set of requirements.

system is poised for the bucketBoom to start moving upward, and
the seatBarLock to unlock during the next clock cycle. With the
bucketBoom moving and the seatBar unlock (State 1.6), there is
nothing to prevent the unsafe condition if the driver decides to lift
up the seatBar. Therefore, the only apparent solution is to further
constraint how State 1.6 occurs, by enabling the seatBar to unlock
solely on the basis of a non-moving bucketBoom.

By examining the transitions in bold in State 1.5 of Figure 11, the
stakeholders might decide that it is a bad idea to allow the unlock-
ing of the seatBarLock only when the bucketBoom is not moving.
Therefore, they may try placing a further restriction on how the
seatBar is unlocked. One additional restriction would be to logi-
cally AND the driver’s attempt to raise the seatBar (driver (rais-
eSeatBar)), with bucketBoom(notMov), which would be the only
safe bucketBoom state for the driver to raise the seatBar. We see
this modification in Figure 12.

While it may not be obvious that this additional restriction would
finally solve the problem, the fact is that CCMChecker’s model
checker will take very little time to verify whether it is indeed a
solution. As it turns out is, when running the model checker on the
CCM in Figure 12, all properties hold (they all return true). The ad-
ditional seatBarLock and associated restrictions, can be expressed
as additional requirements at the stakeholders discretion.

This stresses an important observation about the proposed method.
To add an exposed missing requirement, the stakeholders can sug-
gest a solution, based on how they have assessed the problem, and
the method/tool provides feedback on the solution’s success. This
greatly accelerates the process of finding missing requirements that
address off-nominal scenarios. Of course, for the sake of space,
we have only specified one undesired system state. In an actual
elicitation process, more than one undesired state could be entered,
increasing the chances of catching any further problems that may
have been produced by using the final solution in this study.

Figure 11: Two snapshots in CCM-based counterexample sim-
ulation.

Figure 12: Additional restriction is placed on the unlock-
ing of the seatBarLock: (driver(raiseSeatBar ∧ bucket-
Boom(notMov))
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed an approach to creating a model checking

front-end that allows for direct stakeholder/domain expert interac-
tion during the requirements phase. The approach involves using
a requirements model we developed called the Casual Component
Model (CCM). The CCM is designed so as to facilitate the sys-
tematic construction of a requirements model that can then be au-
tomatically translated into a NuSMV model checker script. The
constructed CCM also provides the means to simulate any result-
ing counter example, to aid in the correction of the requirements.
We applied the proposed method to a real world set of require-
ments, and showed how an off-nominal behavior can be exposed,
analyzed, and addressed by the addition of one or more require-
ments. We are encouraged by the results and plan on applying the
technique to a greater set of requirements, particularly where the
system is intended to interact with a high percentage of external
stimuli, up and beyond that of merely user interaction. This would
include sensor data, and interrupts.

While our focus has been on exposing off-nominal behaviors,
we think that other anomalies can be potentially exposed as well,
such as inconsistency between concurrent processes, and possible
deadlock and starvation scenarios. Some of the remaining ques-
tions pertaining to our approach, include the question of scalabil-
ity. CCM’s ability to focus on the interaction between a subset of a
system’s components allows for the analysis of subsystems. This in
turn, enables us to divide and conquer the system in such a way that
modeling a complete system may not be necessary in most cases.
Partial modeling would keep the number of states manageable.
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